Juana Barraza Samperio, a wrestler known as la Dama del Silencio (the Lady of Silence), has been declared the first female serial killer in Mexico. In January 2006, Barraza was arrested as the alleged Mataviejitas (the little old lady killer), a serial killer of elderly women in Mexico City whom police had struggled for two years to apprehend. La Dama del Silencio became la Mataviejitas, and vice versa, more than Juana Barraza became la Mataviejitas. I argue that discourses of criminality and the spectacle of lucha libre intersect within Mexican culture to police and perform the parameters of mexicanidad, reinforcing but also revealing the limits of Mexican masculinity and femininity. This article focuses on this intersection as a potent site for denaturalizing and sestabilizing Mexican masculinity and femininity and redressing the raced, classed, gendered and sexualized limits of mexicanidad and criminality that have served to exclude so many from the rights of full citizenship in Mexico.
INTRODUCTION
Juana Barraza Samperio, a wrestler known as la Dama del Silencio (the Lady of Silence), has been declared the fi rst female serial killer in Mexico.
1 On 25 January 2006, Barraza was detained by police authorities as she fl ed the scene where an elderly woman had been strangled. She was the alleged Mataviejitas (the little old lady killer) -a serial killer of elderly women in Mexico City whom police had struggled for more than two years to apprehend.
In 2004 police began a rigorous search for el Mataviejitas. According to the authorities 'the (male) killer dressed as a (female) nurse', pretending to work for Mexico City's municipal government. Police spoke of a similar modus operandi: elderly women who lived alone were strangled with a stethoscope. By 2005, there were at least forty-one unresolved cases. After witnesses' accounts such as 'I believe it was a woman, I am not sure because [she] was very tall. But she was blond and short-haired.
[She] used glasses and had a bag,' 2 (Jiménez, 2006a) police concluded that el (male) Mataviejitas was a travesti. Acting on this assumption, Mexican police detained 48 sex workers, photographed and fi ngerprinted them, and later released them with a fi ne for prostitution (Lamas, 2005) . Finally, in January 2006, police detained the alleged la (she) Mataviejitas, Juana Barraza, as she tried to fl ee the scene where an 89-year-old woman had been strangled with a stethoscope. Offi cials declared that Juana Barraza was la Mataviejitas and she was condemned to 759 years in prison for the homicides of sixteen elderly women (Servin, 2008) .
Police discovered that 'in the public world of the Lucha Libre (professional wrestling) [Juana Barraza was] known as la Dama del Silencio. She is 1.75 cm in height, robust, strong, with an abrupt manner and decisive voice' (Salgado and Servin, 2006) . La Dama del Silencio and la Mataviejitas became one. Salgado and Servin claimed that 'La Mataviejitas overpowered her victims with the strength she acquired in the Lucha Libre' (Salgado and Servin, 2006) , noting that '"La Dama del Silencio" of Lucha Libre is the woman accused of killing elderly women' (Salgado and Servin, 2006) . This merging of personas, of la Mataveijtas -the serial killer disguised as a nurse -and la Dama del Silencio -the wrestler disguise used by Juana Barraza -has been put forward by the media and police as evidence that Juana Barraza is indeed la Mataviejitas. The el/la Mataviejitas case was offi cially closed following the arrest of Barraza, despite the fact that even the police recognized that there were more than thirty homicides that 'still need to be solved' (Sánchez, 2006) .
La Dama del Silencio became la Mataviejitas, and vice versa, more than Juana Barraza became la Mataviejitas. I argue that discourses of criminality and the spectacle of lucha libre intersect within Mexican culture to police and perform the parameters of mexicanidad, reinforcing but also revealing the limits of Mexican masculinity and femininity and the extent to which they are subject to redefi nition. This article focuses on this intersection as a potent site for denaturalizing and destabilizing Mexican masculinity and femininity and redressing the raced, classed, gendered and sexualized limits of mexicanidad and criminality that have served to exclude so many from the rights of full citizenship in Mexico.
I take the notion of mexicanidad from Mexican cultural theorists Carlos Monsiváis (1997) and Octavio Paz (1998) , who defi ned mexicanidad as a pervasive ideology of Mexican national identity based on an idealized myth of masculinity whose main characteristics are the fi gure of the mestizo (descendants of the mix of the Spanish and indigenous people through the literal and metaphorical rape of colonization) and the macho (the male fi gure that compensates for inferiority through the assertion of his virility) (Monsiváis, 1997; Paz, 1998) . I further agree with Roger Bartra (1987) who states that the myths of mexicanidad respond to a historic construction of post-revolutionary Mexican identity that only served the elite in power.
On the other hand, I use the notion of performativity, defi ned through the work of Judith Butler (1990 Butler ( , 1993a Butler ( , 1993b Butler ( , 1997 as a methodological tool with which to account for (i) practices of citationality that through their reiteration 'produce the effect that it names ' (1993a: 2) , in this case the discourse on mexicanidad and broader, international accounts of criminality; and (ii) the practice by which genders are constituted as 'materially intelligible', disavowing as 'abject' those that do not 'maintain relations of coherence and continuity among sex, gender, sexual practice and desire ' (1993b: 17) . I use the notion of performative act in a sense that refers to two different discourses, the fi rst having to do with theatricality (performance) and in the other referring to 'speech act theory and deconstruction' (Sedgwick, 1993: 2) ; that is, both intentional and carrying with it the power of citationality and iterability.
First, I will analyze those discourses of criminality that regarded Juana Barraza as la Dama del Silencio, such as those by criminologist Martín Barrón and neuropsychologist Feggy Ostrosky who played a predominant role in determining Barraza's culpability through scientifi c evidence. I will then point out how lucha libre contributes to the production of mexicanidad through an analysis of the performative acts that constitute it, paying particular attention to news report narrations of Juana Barraza's wrestling practice. Following this, I will examine the challenges that Barraza as la Dama del Silencio and as la Mataviejitas poses to the notion of mexicanidad. Finally, I will look at how the identities of la Mataviejitas and la Dama del Silencio are displaced and circulate in popular culture through a song and music video by underground singer Amandititita, a novel by Victor Ronquillo (Ostrosky, 2008: 180) . Juana Barraza met Ana María de los Reyes in her apartment and, after an altercation over how much Juana should get paid for her services as a maid, 'inexplicably,' inside Juana's mind, 'all the images of previous suffering came back, the abandonment by her father, the constant abuse by her alcoholic mother who gave her away at age 13 in exchange for three damn beers' (Ostrosky, 2008: 180) . Juana then strangled Ana Maria with a stethoscope; the victim was helpless before the 'corpulence' of Juana Barraza. After killing Ana Maria, Juana had to regain 'some air for that incomprehensible internal beast that used to come back once in a while' (Ostrosky, 2008: 180) . As Foucault explains in 'The Dangerous Individual,' with the psychiatrization of criminality at the beginning of the nineteenth century, crime was seen to ' arise out of a state which one might call the zero degree of insanity' (Foucault, 1988: 161) . That is, the crime was inherent to an individual who was biologically predisposed to insanity. For Ostrosky, la Mataviejitas was a 'beast' that came out of Barraza, 'inexplicably,' and strangled elderly women using the strength and corpulence of la Dama del Silencio, in this way displacing the identity of la Mataviejitas onto la Dama del Silencio, that is, the serial killer onto the fi gure of the wrestler.
Ostrosky deduced from neuropsychological examinations that Juana 'had diffi culties in some motor functions like alternative movements with both hands', thus suggesting a 'pathology that affects frontal areas of the brain ' (2008: 204) . This was further corroborated by the electrophysiological evaluation during which Juana demonstrated a 'signifi cant deceleration in the electroencephalographic activity' when showed different images (Ostrosky, 2008: 204) . This scientifi c language justifi es subjective interpretations by Ostrosky, who concluded that Barraza was 'capable of killing helpless women ' (2008: 212) . Moreover, Ostrosky's interpretation of Barraza's neuropsychological diagnosis follows the nineteenth-century psychiatrization of crime, where individuals are believed to be born with certain cerebral characteristics or biological conditions that appear suddenly as a result of their monomania or insanity. Ostrosky continues this nineteenthcentury practice as, in the words of Foucault, she 'emphasizes the character of the criminal' rather than the crime which Barraza allegedly committed.
Similarly, criminologist and police collaborator Martín Barrón, in his book El Nudo del Silencio: tras la pista de una asesina en serie, la Mataviejitas merges la Dama del Silencio as a 'ruda' ('baddie') wrestler into la Mataviejitas. Barrón's section entitled 'La Dama del Silencio and Hare's scale' attempts to establish the links between Robert Hare's Psychopathy Checklist-Revised (PCL-R) and the results of Barraza's psychological evaluation and computed tomography (CT) scans 'in order to detect the possible presence of a psychopathy in Barraza' (Barrón Cruz, 2006: 105) . Item 9 on Hare's checklist, 'the need for excitement', states that psychopaths' need for excitement is vital since 'they commit their criminal acts for excitement or emotion' (Hare, 2003 : 88 quoted in Barrón Cruz, 2006 . Barrón deduced from his personal interview with Barraza that 'aside from the excitement that came from robbery and homicides in the history of Barraza, additional excitement is found in the fact that, at age 30, she started to practise Lucha Libre ' (2006: 118) . For Barrón, Barraza's wrestling practice caught his 'attention' because, according to him, Barraza 'lacked physical preparation since her wrestling knowledge was assimilated through TV or going to the arenas to watch the spectacle ' (2006: 118) . Martin Barrón is not only merging la Dama del Silencio into la Mataviejitas but is further pathologizing Barraza because of her wrestling activities, not for the alleged homicides against elderly women.
There are, in total, twelve points on Hare's checklist for detecting possible psychopaths. These include 'simple and superfi cial mind, lack of commitment, problems during childhood, antisocial behavior, lack of remorse and empathy and impulsivity,' among others (Barrón Cruz, 2006: 121) . Barraza is being criminalized, for example, because when explaining her 'modus operandi' she did it 'without showing any emotion, coldly narrating the way in which she selected her victims' or for 'not being able to remember her jobs as a maid' (Barrón Cruz, 2006: 118) . Barrón, after interpreting Barraza's facial expressions, activities and emotions concludes that it 'is evident that Barraza fulfi lls ... the twelve principal criteria of [Hare's psychopathy checklist's] classifi cation' (Barrón Cruz, 2006: 121) . It is important to highlight that Robert Hare believes that 'the psychopathy that produces the serial killer is originated in biological predispositions and social factors' (Barrón Cruz, 2006: 48) . For Barrón and Ostrosky, biological factors, as well as Barraza's social circumstances, render her a born criminal, perpetuating the eighteenth-century belief that criminality is innate.
Furthermore, Foucault suggests that the criminal is responsible for the crime by his very existence; the 'crime is linked to the risk of criminality that the very personality of the individual constitutes ' (1988: 161) . By pathologizing the criminal, rather than attributing responsibility to him or her, penal law is defi ning his or her existence as an incorrigible criminal. Ostrosky and Barrón considered Barraza's crimes to have been committed 'without reason', stating a link between Barraza's childhood environment and her alleged pathology. Ostrosky and Barrón referred to Barraza as a 'dangerous individual' whose criminality is explained by her pathology, and her pathology proven by the measurement of her cerebral waves. The description of Barraza as a pathological serial killer renders her a criminal, not as a result of her crimes but because of that which she is by nature: a dangerous individual.
Not only do Barrón and Ostrosky consider la Dama del Silencio to be born a criminal, but they do so in a manner that is faithful to the discourses on criminality established in Mexico a century earlier. During the late eighteenth century, Mexican criminologists including Martínez and Vergara developed a 'scientifi c methodology' for determining the characteristics of the Mexican criminal. They concluded that the 'ferocious and shocking aspect that most criminals exhibit, whose evil passions are refl ected in their visages … is what distinguishes the delinquent man from the honorable man' (Martínez y Vergara, Estudios de antropología criminal, p. 97, quoted in Buffi ngton, 2000: 51). It was believed that offenders were a different kind of people whose criminality was innate and refl ected in their faces. This classifi cation served to distinguish the characteristics of the criminal Mexican from those of the modern Mexican, who ideally should look more 'Spanish' -that is to say, white. Moreover, Mexican criminologists classifi ed only lowerclass offenders, following racist and colonialist prejudices, since the lower classes in Mexico were commonly indigenous and mestizo. As Buffi ngton (2000) points out, after the country gained independence in 1810, the elite, in their efforts to make Mexicans modern and European, were concerned with racial mixture; criminology provided an objective language that justifi ed colonialism and racism.
Barraza's face has been analyzed by criminologists who have employed these standards so as to 'prove' Barraza's inner criminality. Martín Barrón and Isabel Bueno have suggested that Barraza's lack of 'beauty', which for them is visible through her features and facial expressions, reveals her criminality. For academic criminal psychologist Isabel Bueno, Barraza 'has a problem with feminine identity, since "she has a very marked virile appearance"' (Bueno, 2006) . Bueno is following the physiognomic criminal classifi cations of Martinez and Vergara in the nineteenth century who, in support of their conclusions, cite an old Spanish proverb from the colonial period: 'Never trust … a woman who talks like a man' (quoted in Buffi ngton, 2000: 51) .
Offi cially, Juana Barraza was convicted for sixteen homicides against elderly women. When Barraza was arrested, police chief Bernardo Bátiz confi rmed that Juana Barraza was indeed la Mataviejitas because her '10 fi ngerprints' had been found in eleven homicides and one failed homicide (Salgado and Servin, 2006) . This reference to fi ngerprints, however, may not be totally reliable considering that Batíz had declared three months previous to the arrest of Barraza that the Mataviejitas was so 'brilliant' that he didn't 'leave fi ngerprints' and that the police only had 'fragments' (Fernández, 2005) . Moreover, sub-chief Renato Sales Heredia stated that 'there is a problem in relation to fi ngerprints' since there was no 'computerized system' that allowed one 'to compare fi ngerprints in a digital manner' and since ' a manual comparison takes a lot of time' (Salgado, 2005) . He further noted that 'a database with fi ngerprints is of little use if they can not establish a relation between the victim and the criminal' (Heredia, 2006) . Barraza confessed to three murders and, while prosecutors estimated she had committed between twenty-four and forty-nine crimes (Salgado, 2005) , she was sentenced to 759 years in prison for sixteen murders (Servin, 2008) . After Barraza's arrest, the el/la Mataviejitas case was offi cially closed despite the fact that even the police recognized that there were more than thirty homicides that 'still need to be solved' (Sánchez, 2006) . There is no talk of who killed the other thirty women and, while I have not been able to fi nd news reports of killings of elderly women since January 2006, the police had already stated that 'there might be other copycats on their way' (Brito, 2006) . Barraza, as la Dama del Silencio, became the one and only Mataviejitas despite the high number of unresolved murders. Barraza's criminality goes far beyond the murders of elderly women. In the next sections I will continue to highlight how, as in criminological accounts, the displacement of la Dama del Silencio into la Mataviejitas in popular culture has served to criminalize Barraza, not only for the homicides of elderly women but equally for falling outside the normative roles of femininity and mexicanidad. Barraza's wrestling gave the police, criminologists, media and popular representations the perfect sensationalist story.
Because Barraza was a born criminal, she was not a born wrestler. According to Barrón, 'it can be affi rmed that the triggering moment in her incursion into homicidal practice was [Barraza's] retirement from lucha libre' (Barrón Cruz, 2006: 162) . La Dama del Silencio fi ghts as a ruda, a 'ruda de corazón' -rude from the bottom of her heart, as Juana Barraza herself stated when interviewed by national broadcaster TV Azteca at the Arena Coliseo only a week before her arrest and naming as la Mataviejitas.
In lucha libre, the wrestlers are either rudos or técnico. The luchadores rudos (rude wrestlers) are commonly the bad guys who feel and fuel the 'hatred of the public' and fi ght without technique or proper schooling (Poniatowska, 1990: 48) . The combat between rudos and técnicos is the fi ght between good and evil. As such, la Dama del Silencio, a ruda wrestler, signaled to the media and to criminologists that Barraza was la Mataviejitas. Being a ruda was a testament to Barraza's lack of schooling and technique. Fighting as a ruda showed her 'lack of morality' inasmuch as the rudos are the bad ones, the evil combatants.
Lucha libre is best described as a sport spectacle that has been enormously popular among mostly working class spectators in Mexico since the 1930s. The actual fi ght between opponents is a mix of judo, Roman-Greek fi ghting style and boxing, performed in a well-choreographed spectacle. Lucha libre in Mexico not only is a constitutive element of popular culture but has become a social phenomenon (Monsiváis, 2008) .
I argue that lucha libre constitutes a series of performative acts that contribute to the production of mexicanidad. According to Mary-Lee Mulholland, 'one of the most important strategies in the imaginings, performances and productions of Mexicanidad are the nostalgic narrations of certain origin myths' (Mulholland, 2007: 251) . These origin myths always refer back to the majestic indigenous civilizations and the horrifi c colonization 'that led to the creation of the mestizo nation ' (2007: 251) . Perro Aguayo, one of the most successful wrestlers in Mexico, argued in an interview that Mexicans identify with him because he is the 'classic indio, that race of bronze that moves forward despite all adverse circumstances' (Fascinetto, 1992: 14) . Perro Aguayo talks proudly of his mestizaje status and feels his success comes from the capacity of his mostly mestizo (like most Mexicans) spectators to identify with him. Many professional wrestlers consistently draw upon these origin myths and engage in the reiteration of mestizaje. This repetitive citation of an origin myth becomes then another perfomative act within lucha libre's performance and production of mexicanidad.
Another peformative act essential to mexicanidad is the enactment of machismo, performed by wrestlers and inherent to lucha libre. In a typical wrestling match, wrestlers are introduced by pretty women wearing bikinis, who model within the ring and/or escort the wrestlers as they enter the arena in a show of laser lights and loud music. Wrestlers embody machismo through their muscular bodies and animal-like shouts. They occupy the center stage, not only because they are about to fi ght but, precisely, because they are male and macho.
Wrestlers fi ght máscara contra cabellera (mask against hair); not only is the loser defeated physically but he also loses his identity, either through revelation of his identity or through the cutting of his hair. Winning represents an unmanning of the opponent, in what might be seen as a repetition of the victory of colonization; it is not just a matter of winning. Losing and winning are themselves performative acts; losing re-enacts colonization in so far as the unmanning of the loser symbolizes the unmanning of the indigenous people. This reference to colonization is performed reiteratively in a manner that underscores the performativity of mexicanidad. Lucha libre's performativity of mexicanidad is further enacted through its authenticity. Spectacular aerial and fl ying moves distinguish lucha libre from professional wrestling in Japan or the United States, making lucha libre in Mexico the 'authentic' version of the genre. Authenticity is performed by wrestlers who, in the words of Perro Aguayo, are 'born to be a wrestler' (Fascinetto, 1992: 14) . In a similar vein, Konnan has claimed that he wrestles because 'wrestling is in [his] blood' (Fascinetto, 1992: 14) . Professional wrestlers, from El Santo in the 1940s to Mistico in 2008, have elaborated a performance of mexicanidad that reiterates, as one of its pillars, the authenticity of being born a wrestler, having it in one's blood and the prospect of death if one was unable to wrestle.
Finally, mexicanidad is performed in lucha libre through melodramatic fi ghts involving wrestlers whose personality is based on their nickname (e.g., El Santo, Blue Demon, La Dama del Silencio), their máscara (mask) or cabellera (long hair), and their colorful, shiny and elaborate costumes. The well-choreographed, spectacular aerial moves made by the rudos and técnicos, the good and the bad, in a máscara contra cabellera (mask against hair) battle are encouraged by spectators (mostly working class) as they shout to the wrestlers, over and over: 'blood', 'kill him/her' 'fi nish him/her', all interwoven with an endless series of curses.
I have attempted to demonstrate, here, how the reiteration of lucha libre's performative acts, within the heteronormative framework of these authentic mestizo, macho, wrestlers (in a melodramatic combat), performs and produces a discourse on mexicanidad in which the idealized Mexican is born mestizo and macho. This ideal Mexican is in direct opposition to that other ideal Mexican (white and of European ancestry) promulgated within nineteenth-century discourses on criminology. The idealized Mexican is either a lower-class -mestizo-macho (as in post-revolutionary popular culture discourses) or a middle-upper-class person of European descent (as in postindependence discourses on criminality).
Juana Barraza as la Dama del Silencio and la Mataviejitas challenges both of these heteronormative frameworks for understanding mexicanidad and criminality. Moreover, the discourses of both media and criminology have displaced the fi gure of the serial killer onto that of the wrestler, in order to prove that Barraza is indeed la Mataviejitas.
NICKNAMES, MASKS AND DISGUISES
The nickname of el Mataviejitas was provided by news media around 2003, when police released details of the modus operandi of the serial killer of elderly women. El Mataviejitas was used thereafter by media, police and criminologists, this being the only time in Mexican history that a nickname has preceded the identifi cation of a serial killer. As soon as the name was given, a search started. There have been other nicknames given to serial killers -for example el Sádico (the serial killer of gay men who happened to be caught the same day as Barraza; Herrera, 2006) or, most recently, el Poeta Caníbal (Brito, 2007; Sierra 2007) . However, these nicknames were given by the media after the arrest of these fi gures. There is no account of how many gay men in the Zona Roza (the gay village in Mexico City) had been murdered, dismembered and stuffed in a suitcase before police detained Raúl Osiel Marroquín Reyes, el Sádico.
As soon as police began their search for el Mataviejitas, various authorities offered up a wide range of ideas about what a serial killer is, does, needs and how he behaves. Clearly, these assumptions and descriptions were not based on police experience with serial killers in Mexico, as there had hitherto been only one, Goyo Cárdenas in 1942. Renato Sales Heredia (2006) , the sub-prosecutor of Investigaciones Previas (the Inquiries offi ce in the Department of Justice of Mexico City) stated that 'more than 90% [of serial killers] are men, of average or superior intelligence who have suffered physical, psychological, or sexual abuse; who come from unstable or disintegrated families; and who, since childhood, have shown tendencies towards fetishism or sadomasochism.' This description corresponds to every other international account of serial killers, and is largely based on certain traits of known male serial killers, such as Ted Bundy in the United States or London's Jack the Ripper, both middle-aged white males who killed an unknown number of young women.
El Mataviejitas was believed by the authorities to share the characteristics of known serial killers around the world. As Mark Seltzer points out, 'the absence of any knowledge of the identity of the killer has made Jack the Ripper the prototype of the serial killer ' (1998: 126) . Moreoever, just like Ted Bundy, who has been constantly characterized in popular culture and offi cial literature as 'charismatic' and 'brilliant', Bernardo Bátiz, chief prosecutor of the Department of Justice of Mexico City at the time, qualifi ed el Mataviejitas as a person with a 'brilliant mind, very astute, and cautious' (Fernández, 2005) . Moreover, Barrón suggested that el Mataviejitas, was 'like the majority of these killers', who have 'perfect control over themselves, high IQs, stable jobs, childhood emotional disorders, and were married with kids' (Padilla and Pérez, 2005) . Prosecutors based their assumptions on the stereotyped male serial killers of the United States who, as Caroline Picart notes, are commonly qualifi ed as 'brilliant' and whose 'actions are naturalized as male ' (Picart, 2006: 29) .
As soon as police acknowledged the existence of el Mataviejitas, they claimed to know certain of the serial killer's characteristics (that he was male and middle-aged, for instance), irrespective of witness accounts that pointed to a woman. The profi ling of el Mataviejitas in terms of gender and sex may be understood in relation to the power of performative acts within discourses on criminality. Practices of citationality carry within them a historical legacy such that the interpellation of a subject (el Mataviejitas) precedes and conditions the formation of this subject (a male serial killer). Authoritative discourses on serial killing made it impossible for police to imagine a female serial killer. Barraza, as a female, challenged naturalized assumptions concerning the male character of serial killers.
During the police search of Juana Barraza's house, police found a photo of Barraza in the costume she used in wrestling as the Dama del Silencio (Figure 1 ). The photograph shows la Dama del Silencio with the World Woman Wrestling Champion belt across her shoulder and waist, posed against a blue background with one hand on her waist, displaying her muscular arm with the other hand in front. Barraza is wearing a bright pink Power Ranger-like suit with silver details along the legs and shoulders and bright pink and silver knee boots. Her face is covered with a silver and bright pink butterfl y mask. Barraza's wrestling photograph thus juxtaposes markers of her physical strength with those of femininity, codifi ed through butterfl ies and the bright pink color of her suit. In doing so, the photo creates what Anne Balsamo calls a 'gender "hybrid" that invokes corporeal codes of femininity as well as of masculinity ' (1996: 44) . This gendered hybrid challenges the norms of femininity established by discourses on mexicanidad and at the same time aligns Barraza with international discourses on female criminals.
Barraza's wrestling body transgresses the normative gender and sex roles socially defi ned for women, thus challenging normative productions of mexicanidad. The physical strength that Barraza presents in the photograph as the la Dama del Silencio resists the 'historical notions of the properly feminine body constituted as "weak and pathological" and the culturally dominant codes of femininity that render women outside "sports as cults of masculinity",' (Birke and Vines, quoted in Balsamo, 1996: 42) , especially in a Mexican cultural context where sports like lucha libre and physical strength are only celebrated for men; female bodies are culturally accepted if 'naturally' feminine, that is, if they do not threaten the dominant codes of the idealized Mexican, that is the mestizo and macho. As Balsamo (1996) explains, to be female and strong implicitly violates traditional codes of feminine identity.
Barraza's body is perceived by authorities and media not as a sign of resistance to normative feminine roles or as challenging the norms of mexicanidad, but, on the contrary, as further evidence of her innate criminality and of the status of her body as a murder weapon: 'the physical force is the instrument by which she pays her bills and killed old women, until yesterday, when she committed an error that resulted in her capture' (Salgado and Servin, 2006) . Moreover, there are numerous accounts that point to Barraza's features, body and strength not as resisting dominant norms of femininity but as a sign of her pathology: that she had 'virile features', a 'humongous height' and 'short hair are taken as manifestations of her repressed sexuality' (Bueno, 2006; Salgado and Servin, 2006; Ostrosky, 2008: 189) . The discourse on mexicanidad that makes la Dama del Silencio's body the weapon she used to commit her crimes is aligned with the discourses on criminality noted above, which allow Barraza's body and face to stand as evidence of her innate criminality. Her body is her weapon: physically (through her nonnormative gender and face) and internally (as seemingly confi rmed through her electroencephalogram). Heather Levi has argued that lucha libre's theatricality challenges mainstream machismo in Mexico in the performance of certain wrestlers, like exóticos (wrestlers who fi ght in drag) (Levi, 1998) . Exóticos are male wrestlers who appropriate feminine aspects in their wrestling personas -through feminine costumes, for example, 'contesting the dramatic representation of machismo' and successfully unmanning their opponents in the ring while also 'rejecting the outward signs of manhood' (Levi, 1998: 282) . Exóticos then contest the production of mexicanidad as they challenge the ideal mestizo-macho (heterosexual) wrestler. As such, female wrestlers also challenge lucha libre's traditional performances and, while women wrestlers only fi ght other women and cannot literally unman male opponents in the ring, they do so culturally, since female wrestlers transgress the codes of normative femininity inside and outside the ring.
Furthermore, Barraza as la Dama del Silencio doubly trangresses mexicanidad and the normative standards of femininity it poses. Barraza is not only strong, but she is performing lucha libre, a spectacle mostly reserved for men. Although women wrestlers have performed in arenas since the 1950s, they have only been allowed in the arenas of Mexico City since in 1986 (Levi, 1998: 278) . Consequently, for news media and criminologists, Barraza's wrestling practice and non-normative gender became the weapon she used to commit her allegedly multiple crimes.
Contrary to news reports of el Sádico, which do not make reference to his body, face or physical appearance, media representations of Juana Barraza follow the classic narrative of female serial killers, where the only possibility for representing a woman killer is through her gender, sexual deviance and manly features, thus judging Barraza not for killing elderly women but for transgressing mexicanidad. Furthermore, Barraza's corporeal strength is taken by press reports and criminological texts as a justifi cation for her gender deviance and crimes, thus aligning Barraza's representation with those of murderous women who are represented as 'manly', 'masculine', 'robust' and 'deviant' (Gilbert, 2002 ).
Barraza's physical strength and wrestling practice have been seen as inspiring police homophobia and the assumption that el Mataviejitas was a man. During the three years in which the police struggled to fi nd el/la Mataviejitas they were looking for 'a man between 35 and 45 years old, with homosexual preferences'. Because the police could not imagine a woman serial killer, they deduced the murderer was a 'travesti' since witnesses described a person 'dressed in women's clothing but also with physical strength, broad-shouldered, strong, around 1.70 cm tall' (Barrón Cruz, 2006: 75) .
Moreover, since police had established a profi le of the serial killer that did not conform to Juana Barraza, criminologists profi led la Dama del Silencio. Firstly, police stated that because Barraza was 'tall,' 'robust', and 'strong', they had believed he was 'a man dressed as a woman', thus suggesting that Juana Barraza was la Mataviejitas but serving to criminalize la Dama del Silencio instead of Juana Barraza.
Second, the photograph of la Dama del Silencio, in which Barraza is posing 'proudly' with her championship belt, became evidence that, 'like the rest of serial killers in the world, Juana Barraza Samperio, la Mataviejitas, was egocentric and a fetishist' (Jiménez, 2006b) . Third, for Ostrosky and Barrón, la Dama del Silencio, as a ruda wrestler, was evidence that Juana Barraza had an 'aggressive nature' which she was able to vent through lucha libre, an aggressiveness that is also a common trait of serial killers, and is seen as 'unnatural' in women. Fourth, criminologists deduced that Barraza wrestled 'in order to become famous' (Ostrosky, 2008: 185) , invoking another common cliché in serial killer narratives, which suggests they kill in order to 'become somebody'. Finally, Juana Barraza's life with its succession of disguises (as a nurse and as Power Ranger) testifi ed to the 'chameleon-like quality' often attributed to serial killers (Seltzer, 1998: 44) .
In brief, serial killers are like wrestlers. They need a different persona in which to perform their trade. With the new persona, serial killers either kill or blend into the crowd; with their new persona, wrestlers perform the fi ght between good and evil. It is this new persona that both serial killers and wrestlers acquire, either through the ring or in media narratives, that provides them with an identity. An identity renders serial killers and wrestlers mythic fi gures: celebrities. Serial killers have a 'sanity mask' which allows them to act like 'normal' individuals in between crimes (Lamas, 2005) . Wrestlers have a mask in which they wrestle. Both have t-shirts made in their honor, and inspire fi lms and songs. For media and offi cial authorities, the merging of nicknames seemed to follow this reasoning: Juana Barraza dressed as a nurse to fool elderly women into letting her into their houses to then kill them. Similarly, Juana Barraza deceived the public, since all she wanted from her wrestling practice was to be famous (following the principle that serial killing is performed in order to become someone). Finally, and most importantly, Juana Barraza tricked the police for over three years (since it was her fault for being so tall and strong that police thought she was a man). For the media and for the police, Juana Barraza only existed in disguises, either as a nurse or as a pink Power Ranger. In order to kill, Barraza became la Mataviejitas and in order to wrestle she became la Dama del Silencio. But it seems that Barraza could not exist in any other way. Barraza's lack of coherence with the dominant gender norms established for women by discourses on both criminality and mexicanidad rendered her body materially unintelligible, abject.
Considering that within the norms of mexicanidad, as described by Paz, 'Mexicans considered women an instrument' (Paz, 1998: 39) for men and for society, it is not a stretch to argue that Barraza's life without máscaras didn't exist, especially considering her lower-class status. According to Paz, women do not create but transmit or conserve the values of society. However, as I have argued, Barraza as la Dama del Silencio challenges the parameters of mexicanidad insofar as she defi es normative roles of femininity. Moreover, Barraza as the alleged la Mataviejitas challenges criminological discourses on serial killing but aligns la Dama del Silencio with international accounts of women murderers.
Despite and because of ongoing gender and sexual bias on the part of the police and media in their search for el/la Mataviejitas, Barraza's non-normative femininity led offi cials to represent la Dama del Silencio as la Mataviejitas. The merging of nicknames and displacing of identities, of la Mataviejitas onto la Dama del Silencio and vice versa, helped to pathologize Barraza, not for the homicides against elderly women but because her wrestling body sexually transgressed the codes of female normativity. This led leading criminologists, police and media to read Barraza's body as that of a pathological serial killer.
KILLING AS PERFORMANCE

La Mataviejitas video by Amandititita
The displacement of personas, from la Dama del Silencio to la Mataviejitas, that has persisted in police, media and crimininological accounts has also circulated through different popular cultural sites. Amandititita, an underground singer from Mexico, and self-proclaimed 'la reina de la Anarcocumbia' (queen of Anarcocumbia) released a song entitled 'La Mataviejitas'. On September 12, 2007, a music video that accompanies this song in Amandititita's live performances was uploaded to YouTube.
The video starts with Juana Barraza's sitting in the police car, presumably after being arrested, looking at the camera. Her face is covered by the title 'La Mataviejitas' that alarmingly appears on and off the screen against red and yellow backgrounds. The song starts with a heavy bass as the title 'La Mataviejitas' continues to fl ash on and off screen. A rapid collage of Barraza's face appears: Barraza's face next to the three-dimensional bust done by police, Barraza being interviewed by police after attempting to fl ee the crime scene, the sketches used by police to fi nd el/la Mataviejitas, a mugshot of Barraza, dissolving from these familiar images to a still from a horror fi lm.
In the next scene, a nurse wearing a red sweater is walking down the stairs of the government institute for social health, then walking on the streets, careful not to be followed. From her very feminine blue purse she takes out a pair of black tights and smells them. A fetish for the tights is clearly suggested. In the next scene someone is cleaning the house, caring for plants, eating cake and preparing tea. Viewers are led to assume she is an elderly woman. The same fast sequence of Barraza's detention and the sketches of el/la Mataviejitas are presented before we see the young nurse in the elderly woman's apartment. The nurse is forcing her to the couch, trying to asphyxiate the elderly woman with her bare hands and then throwing her to the fl oor as in a wrestling match. The nurse applies the llave voladora (a wrestling trick where one person falls on top of the other), she applies another llave and the elderly lady moves her hands, signaling she is 'giving up'. In lucha libre when a wrestler moves their hands back and forth really quickly, it means they are giving up. The nurse then starts counting to fi ve, as in a wrestling match in order to declare a winner. The wrestling performance continues while the nurse takes out the pair of black tights and strangles the elderly woman, who is comically pretending to defend herself. In the video the killing of the elderly woman is performed as a lucha libre match. The nurse leaves the apartment and experiences a sort of ecstasy as she is featured skipping down the street, turning around with her hands fl ying, more like a ballerina than a professional wrestler. The last scene shows the fetishism (a characteristic assumed typical of serial killers) that the nurse has for the black tights, as she sits on a park bench, secretively smelling the tights while making sure she is not being watched.
What is interesting, in terms of what is culturally reproduced in this independent production, is the casting of the characters in this video. While the nurse is dressed in a white skirt and a red sweater (letting the public know it is la Mataviejitas) she is played by a very feminine woman who sits in the park crossed-legged with her hands on her knees, displaying a very normative femininity, the lack of which has characterized media representations of Barraza. On the other hand, the elderly woman is played by a man dressed as an elderly woman.
In this video the persona of the nurse, who is la Mataviejitas, is the same as that of a wrestler, as the killer uses wrestling techniques to defeat the elderly woman. La Mataviejitas is la Dama del Silencio but not Juana Barraza. What this implies is that the killing of an elderly woman becomes a wrestling performance, which works to dehumanize the victim; the serial killer, la Mataviejitas, becomes a wrestler and the victim might not be really dying but just giving up. This performance of killing renders comedic the actual homicides against elderly women.
The constant repetition and recreation of the killings are also performed in the lyrics of the song. The very catchy chorus states, over and over, 'La Mataviejitas, la Mataviejitas, la Mataviejitas, la Mataviejitas se quiere echar a tu abuelita' [La Mataviejitas wants to do your grandmother]. The use of the verb 'do' rather than 'strangle' or 'murder' lends a sexual double entendre to the performance of killing as a wrestling match played in the video. This double entendre is also prevalent in serial killing discourses, as the fi gure of the serial killer is commonly that of a sex criminal. Similarly, lucha libre performances use many llaves de rendición (locks to defeat the opponent) that 'leave the losing wrestler not only helpless, but in a position of marked sexual vulnerability' (Levi, 1998: 278) .
The lyrics further render the performance of wrestling/killing comedic as they claim, for example, that la Mataviejitas wants to kill elderly women because she collects false teeth or that la Mataviejitas hates elderly women because they don't invite her to their INSEN (National Institute for Elderly Citizens) parties.
For Monsiváis, 'machismo is also a complaining demand for recognition … Having been dispossessed, the never-quite-adult macho from the popular classes offers up the credulity of his puerile, deteriorated and sacrifi cial ego for commercialization' (Monsiváis, 1997; 15) . This exploitation of the dispossessed 'popular classes' is at work in the consumption of machismo in Mexican wrestling practice, paraphernalia and commercial culture. Following Monsiváis, we can read the increasing popularity of lucha libre (and its demonstration of machismo) for middle/upper-class Mexican and global consumers of 'third world' kitsch as a way of revelling in the spectacular disenfranchisement of the increasingly visible poor, popular classes, in Mexico.
This video might only accompany live presentations but I take it as representative of the fantastic element of killing as performance. Furthermore, while it might only circulate among a small niche within the middle-class 'alternative' sector of Mexico City, it shows how different socially stratifi ed public opinions process la Mataviejitas and how the fi gure of la Dama del Silencio is that of the serial killer -a displacement of identities that I have shown is similar in police and criminological accounts.
The novel, Ruda de Corazón
Journalist Victor Ronquillo wrote a novel based on la Mataviejitas. For my purposes, what is important to highlight in this novel is that, as in Amandititita's video, Barrón and Ostrosky's account and news media reports, Barraza's identity as la Dama del Silencio once again becomes one with that of la Mataviejitas.
First, the title of the novel, Ruda de Corazón, makes reference to Barraza's declaration on TV Azteca that she was an enthusiastic devotee of lucha libre. Second, the novel narrates, in a third-person voice, the life of la Dama del Silencio, her diffi culties training in a gymnasium, in being a female wrestler, and in working with a promoter who never really believed in her. There is particular emphasis on the photograph of la Dama del Silencio posing with the championship belt and imagining the wrestler's pride and famous life. The novel further merges la Dama del Silencio and la Mataviejitas when Ronquillo introduces two judicial cops, Luciano Nuñez and Gerardo Silva, as they cross the path of la Dama del Silencio. Nuñez had to stop by the wrestler's house to collect his pay, as he was extorting protection money from her. The wrestler paid him with a ring that had 'a shiny stone'. Silva, who becomes a taxi driver years later, looks at the photograph of la Mataviejitas published in the newspapers and realizes that he had her met with Nuñez years before, that she was la Dama del Silencio, and that he would never forget 'the hands of the wrestler' (Ronquillo, 2006: 49) . Juana Barraza had indeed paid protection to judicial police offi cer Moisés Flores Domínguez, who in 1996 discovered that Juana Barraza robbed houses and asked for a bribe of 12,000 pesos in exchange for not bringing charges against her (Sierra and Díaz, 2006) . Except for one report, this extortion, which probably lasted years, is rarely mentioned in news reports. The judicial police offi cer is supposed to be in police custody but I have been unable to fi nd out if he has been convicted.
The novel mixes journalistic reports into the story, tracing the life of la Dama del Silencio, the victims, the killings and the police response as the years progressed. This is the only instance where Barraza's life is not used as an explanation of her pathology, as criminologists Ostrosky and Barrón had elaborated it, but as a way of showing that Barraza was herself a victim, as Ronquillo explains, of a 'society that is enormously machista, exclusive and unequal' (García Hernández, 2006) . Ronquillo claimed that he was not interested in 'denying the legal responsibility' of Barraza but in showing that the serial killer of elderly women is a 'lamentable result of the social degradation that Mexico City experiences' (García Hernández, 2006) . For Ronquillo the novel is, in his own words, a response to the 'stigmatization and media lynching' of Juana Barraza (García Hernández, 2006) . However, although Ronquillo sees Barraza as a victim and not only a victimizer, he, too, displaces the identity of la Dama del Silencio onto that of la Mataviejitas as evidence that Barraza is the serial killer. In the novel, the killings of elderly women are, unlike Amandititita's video and song, not comedic performances but a result of the victimization characteristic of a machista society. Ronquillo traces Barraza's crimes to circumstances, unlike criminological accounts which explain Barraza's murders in terms of her inner criminality.
Exhibition at the police cultural center
The Centro Cultural Policial (police cultural center) in downtown Mexico City hosted an exhibition on serial killers beginning in December 2006. This exhibition resembles 'la casa de los sustos' (the 'House of Horrors') found in any fairground, and seeks to frighten children with macabre staged scenes and through the display of props relating to specifi c serial killers. It starts with the 'blood countess', Elizabeth Báthory, in the sixteenth century, passes through 1880s London with Jack the Ripper, and of course ends with Juana Barraza, la Mataviejitas. In the thirteen different areas the visitor may listen through earphones to a narration that recounts the crimes as a story, complete with surround-sound. The objective of the journey is to travel into the mind of a serial killer.
The exhibit devoted to la Mataviejitas showcases the original three-dimensional bust created by Patricia Payan for the Department of General Justice in Mexico City in 2005. Also behind glass are photographs of la Dama del Silencio, photographs of Barraza and offi cial police documents featuring Barraza's fi ngerprints. The most interesting prop in this area is a video, presumably produced by police, which recreates the killings of elderly women. The video starts with the face of Juana Barraza. The next scene shows an elderly woman sitting in a chair, while another woman appears from behind and starts suffocating the victim, presumably with tights or a stethoscope. The elderly woman dies of suffocation while the younger woman, who is bigger and stronger, is seen angrily staring at the camera. The video only lasts a couple of minutes and then starts over again.
Unlike news reports, criminological accounts, Amandititita's video and Ronquillo's novel, this video alludes to Juana Barraza but makes no reference to la Dama del Silencio as la Mataviejitas. However, this video (like Amanditita's song and video) renders the killings of elderly women a performance. The video is part of an exhibition that already profi les serial killers as notorious characters in history; the sound and staging render the crimes theatrical, rather than realistic. The most important feature, I think, is the constant repetition of the killings, played over and over again, and performed in the video.
The repetition of the killing of elderly women in this video is in itself a performative act; it is through the repetition of the crimes, the reiteration of the gender and sex of the serial killer in the video, that spectators come to know the sex and gender of both the killer and the victim. The spectator can then rest assured that la Juana Barraza was, indeed, la Mataviejitas and that elderly women in Mexico City have nothing to worry about anymore.
CONCLUSION
I have shown how, through scientifi c evidence, criminologist Martín Barrón and Ostrosky displaced the identity of the serial killer onto that of the wrestler as evidence that Juana Barraza was, indeed, la Mataviejitas. Media accounts and police reports have similarly merged these two fi gures by pathologizing Barraza for her wrestling practice. Finally, popular cultural forms like Ronquillo's novel and Amanditita's video and song have also displaced la Dama del Silencio onto la Mataviejitas to show that Barraza was a victim of a patriarchal society (as stated in the novel), or to render the killings a performance (as presented in both videos discussed). The displacement of la Dama del Silencio onto la Mataviejitas, in news media, criminological discourses and popular culture forms, has served as evidence that Barraza was indeed la Mataviejitas since, by their logic, only a non-normative femininity, that embodied by a wrestler, could have the strength to kill elderly women.
Discourses on Juana Barraza as la Dama del Silencio by criminologist Martín Barrón and neuropsychologist Feggy Ostrosky perpetuate notions originally disseminated within nineteenth-century criminology. Barraza's crimes are explained as a result of her biological predisposition to insanity, making her an innate criminal -her non-normative gender (her 'corpulent' body and 'lack of beauty') serving as testament to that.
Lucha libre, through its multiple peformative dimensions, contributes to the production of mexicanidad as a pervasive ideology in which the fi gure of the ideal Mexican is that of (a heterosexual) mestizo and macho. Wrestlers perform the original myth of the mestizo nation through the enactment of machismo, reiterating authenticity through melodramatic combat. This ideal Mexican works in total opposition to the postindependence ideal Mexican that discourses on criminology have promulgated. In both cases, Juana Barraza as la Dama del Silencio and la Mataviejitas challenged the heteronormative frameworks on mexicanidad and criminality.
Through an analysis of how the performative acts constitutive of lucha libre contribute to the production of mexicanidad, I demonstrated how Barraza challenges the heteronormative frameworks of this ideology. Barraza's wrestling body transgresses the normative gender and sex roles socially defi ned for women and falls outside the postrevolutionary idealized lower-class -mestizo-macho. Barraza is not only strong but she is performing lucha libre, a spectacle mostly reserved for men. Moreover, Barraza, as female, challenged the naturalized assumption of male serial killers.
However, Barraza's non-normative body has also served to align her with international discourses on female criminals, who are commonly depicted as masculine and deviant. Furthermore Barraza's body became the weapon she used to commit her crimes, evidence of her innate criminality.
This displacement of identities has served to pathologize Juana Barraza for her nonnormative gender and sexuality more so than for the alleged crimes against elderly women. As such, despite the existence of offi cial evidence (confession and fi ngerprints), this essay is not concerned with the guilt or innocence of Barraza but, rather, with pointing out how the media, police, and criminologists are not demanding responsibility from Barraza for the killing of elderly women but are pathologizing Barraza for her non-normative gender and wrestling practice. Moreover it is la Dama del Silencio who is being criminalized and not Juana Barraza.
I argued that Barraza's non-normative gender has allowed police and criminologist accounts as well as popular culture representations to engage in the merging and displacement of identities, from la Dama del Silencio onto la Mataviejitas. In doing so, Barraza has been pathologized and thus criminalized, not necessarily for homicides against elderly women but because her wrestling body sexually transgresses the codes of female normativity common within both discourses on mexicanidad and those of international accounts of serial killing.
I chose to explore the notion of mexicanidad in relation to criminality because the materialization of such discourses has severe and cruel everyday repercussions in the everyday lives of Mexicans. When bodies fall outside the masculinized ideal of mexicanidad they don't count, and killings go almost unnoticed by media and police despite international pressure. By exploring the relationship between gender, sexuality and criminality in news reports, discourses of criminality and popular culture, I hope to have contributed to an understanding of how the intersection of these discourses is intrinsically linked with notions of national identity and their place within cultural and social spheres.
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1 Although las Poquianchis (1964) were at one time considered the first female serial killers in Mexico, Barraza has been officially declared the first female serial killer by news reports and several criminological accounts. The official first male serial killer was Goyo Cárdeneas, who in 1942 murdered four women and buried them in his garden (Monsiváis, 1997) .
2 From here on, all translations from Spanish references into English are mine.
3 For more information on serial killers as 'big business' in popular culture, see Brian Jarvis (2007) .
